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Abstract. Fuzzy System (FS) and Artificial Neural Networks (ANN)
are complementary methods. But while ANN can learn from data FS cannot.
Also, Genetic Algorithms (GA) are complementary to FS. While the FS are
easy to understand, the GA are not, although they have the ability to learn,
and so on. Many researches have been devoted to its fusion. Our purpose is to
give a survey of these questions.
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1.Introduction to Fuzzy Systems
An Expert System (ES) is a program which contains human expert knowledge. It gives answers to the user queries. For this, we need inference methods.
A very useful generalization of the mentioned ES is the Fuzzy Expert System
(FES). It consists of an ES which can deal with fuzzy information, that is,
with some degree of uncertainty. In the ”real world” the human expert can
express his or her knowledge by means of linguistic terms. So, we represent,
in a natural way, such knowledge by fuzzy rules and linguistic modifiers (that
reflect terms as ”almost”, for instance). Therefore, we need to apply fuzzy
inference methods. The form in which we usually store the knowledge is the
base rule, generally in the logical form: ”if-then”.
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Observe that this structure is similar to that of a Fuzzy Logic Controller
(FLC). As in such case, we have:
- Inference Engine
- Fuzzification Interface
- Knowledge Base
Remember that the Inference Engine (IE) works as the motive driving the
knowledge. For this, it is also called a Decision-Making Logic.
But it is very different, because instead of the Defuzzification Module, we
have now the Linguistic Approximation Module (LAM). Obviously, related to
the aforementioned linguistic modifiers, acting on the belonging function.
Such LAM is devoted to attempting to find a linguistic term next to the
obtained fuzzy set. The closer to it, the better. How do you work? By a
measuring technique, using the distance between fuzzy sets.
2.Fusion between Fuzzy Systems and ANN
Both methods have advantages and disadvantages, being complementary,
because the FS cannot learn from data, whereas NN have this as a basic
property. Recently, many studies have been devoted to attempting the fusion
of them.
Remember some concepts:
An Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is a computational model of the operation of the human brain. It is composed of a set of nodes, connected by
arcs between nodes, also called links.
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Their essential characteristic is the assignation of a ”weight” (numerical
value) to each link. The variation of this associate value is the seminal idea of
giving the capability of long-term storage to a NN, and therefore the possibility
of learning. Because such learning, usually, takes place by updating the weights
(see figure below).

Each node has a set of input links, coming from other nodes and a set of
output links, from our node to the subsequent nodes. And a function, f, which
is non-linear, and it is called activation function.
In this way, each output of a node is generated from three subsets: the
inputs of the precedent layer connected with it, the respective weights of the
nodes of the layer that are linked to our node, and the action on these links of
the function f , our activation function.
If we denote:
oi , as the output of the node i and therefore, an input of the node j,
connected with i
wij , as the weight of the link between both nodes, i and j
f , as the activation function
then we have:
netj =

P
i
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and so, the output of the node j (netj ) results:
oj = f (netj )
As such activation function, f, can be used any nonlinear function. For
instance, the sigmoidal function, as you can see later:
−1

f (x) ≡ (1 + e−x )

It is the most frequently used, because of this good property:
f ´= f (1 − f )

3.Learning Algorithms

The ANN can be classified into:
feedforward ANN
and
feedback ANN
The difference consists of the presence or absence of feedback cycles.
So:
The ANN of the first type has only feedforward links. This means that
such ANN does not have feedbak cycles. In this mode, we can not use the
output of a node as an input of that node. Nor directly neither indirectly.
The ANN of the second type, admits the possibility of feedback cycles. So,
in this case, it is possible to use the output of a node as the input of that node.
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In such case, there is no guarantee of stability for the ANN. It is so because
of the feedback cycle. For this reason, is possible that some converge to a stable
point, or to a limit-cycle, or perhaps show a chaotic or divergent behaviour.
Circumstances typical of non-linear systems with the presence of feedback.
It is possible to classify the learning algorithms ANN into two classes:
- the first, when is supervised learning
- the second, the unsupervised learning
In the supervised case, we have the training data as a set of pairs, composed
by corresponding values of input and output. During the process of learning,
the weights are modifying, in such way that the input - output mapping is, in
each step, closest to the training data.
The second type differs in that while the supervised present target answers
for each input, the unsupervised has such answers. In this way, the weights
are only adjusted when the patterns of inputs have not got target answers.
The most usual, in this situation, is the classification of the input patterns in
similarity classes, or categories.

4.Multilayer Perceptron
Between the ANN and its learning algorithms, the most usual are the
Multilayer Perceptron Networks (MPN). Their learning algorithms are called
”error backpropagation method”.
Each MPN is composed by several layers, and must be included into the
layered feedforward ANN. Remember that a layer is a set of nodes which do
not have interconnection, through links. Each node admits only connection
with the precedent or subsequent layer, but not more.
About the most usual activation function, as we said, it is the sigmoidal
function, defined by:
f (x) ≡ 1 + e−x
As its derivative is very simple:
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f ´(x) = f (x) − f 2 (x)
The error backpropagation algorithm is more accessible. And so, we can
control the change of the weights of the links gradually. Such changes allow
the minimization of the error, E.
We have:
E≡

P
(tk −ok )2
2

where tk and ok are the expected and the actual outputs, respectively,
regarding the node k, in the output layer.
The variation in the weight can be evaluated through the derivative of E
with regard to wji. Then, we change to the opposite direction of the derivation.
In this way, if we denote as α the real small number, the learning rate, such
variation will be:
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∂E
∆wji = −α ∂w
ji

A related problem is their convergence. If the modification is made gradually, E must decrease, converging finally to a stable point, but perhaps not to
the global optimum point. This occurs because the method is only based in
derivations. This can be obviated by the introduction of momentum term.
How could be the value of α? The greater is α, the higher is the learning
speed, but also the oscillations. And reciprocally, if α is less each time, the
learning is slower, but the size of the oscillations decreases. Such election can
be made, therefore, in function of our purposes.

5.Fusion of FS with ANN
As we know, both technologies are complementary. Whereas ANN can
learn from data, for the FS this is not possible. As counterpart, the knowledge
represented by ANN is usually very difficult. Not in the case of FS, very easy
because it can be expressed by linguistic terms, and the rules are of the type
”if - then”.
We can establish four categories into the fusion of both systems:
1) Construct ANN by FS
2) modify FS by supervised ANN learning
3) introducing membership functions through ANN
4) by the concatenation of FS and ANN.

6.Fusion of FS with GA
Also we found here two complementary techniques. Whereas the FS are
easy of understand, the GA not, but they have the ability of learning.
GA can be interpreted as an optimization method, a learning mechanism
or a general-purpose method.
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The set of solutions is called the population, and each element is a chromosome, also a individual. The most usual representation of such individuals
are as binary strings of fixed length.
These provides a very effective method in difficult problems of optimization.
The more usual sequence over a population is as this:
1) we depart of a population of size n, initializing such population
2) we evaluate the fitness, into the population of each chromosome
3) if we reach the stop condition, we return the best chromosome
4) we must select

n
2

pairs from the population

5) we create n new chromosomes, by the crossover operator
6) we apply the mutation operator to such new chromosomes
7) we replace the old with the new chromosomes
8) return to the step number 2.
This produces a cycle which finishes when we reach a predetermined limit,
or by a convergence criterion.
The attempts to obtain such fusion between FS and GA can be classified
in two groups:
1) the control of parameters in GA by FS
and
2) the identification of GA with FS
As you know, the FS are not learning algorithms, but the GA can be used as
such l.a. for the FS. The presence of parameters in GA makes its modification
during the process possible.
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7. Identification between GA and FS
A very difficult problem is to take the adequate selection of the fuzzy
membership function. Because this election admits many subjectivity aspects
and perhaps the need of too much time. Nevertheless, the FS are very useful
indeed, in the control of systems.
We can see the scheme of such identification in the last figure.

Taking as representation, into the population, the known codification through
binary strings of prefixed length.
The researches can be categorized in two groups:
1) Through the modification of the parameters, in a pre-existing Fuzzy
System. Generally, they are the Fuzzy Rules, or perhaps the membership
function, f, or both. Because the tuning or modification of such function in
GA is analogue to NFS (Neuro Fuzzy Systems). We encode the membership
function in chromosomes, and the search of the better f is reached by GA.
2) The second procedure is made by the construction of a FS through GA.
Therefore, we do not need a pre-existing FS, as in the precedent case. So, the
determination of the parameters, by GA, is fixed directly. The chromosomes
which we use include the parameters, as can be the membership functions
(through linguistic terms) or their numerical values.
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